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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the research was to study records of TSR.2 flights 
through turbulence with a VLZW to defining the action of the pilot 
and the effect this had on the longitudinal response to turbulence 
of the pilot-aircraft system. Insufficient tim remained for the 
semndary aims of investigating pilot techniquea in approach and 
landing and the effect of vibration on pilot's response. 

In the event, inade~ate instrumentation of certain parameters 
led to difficulties in eatimatlng the gust velooity end the main 
results consist of estimates of pilot's response. 

The theoretical basis of the work ia described in Section 2, 
the available reoords in Section 3 and the analyaie is desoribed 
and diecusaed in Sectiona 4 and 5. 

2.0 TEEOR?JTICAL CONSmERATIONS 

The original motivation for this research came from the discovery 
of apparently non-Gaussian probability distributiona in aircraft res- 
ponse data obtained in flights through turbulence (Reference 1). 
Although non-Gauesien amplitude distributions have been measured before 
(e.g. Reference 2) turbulence ia often aaaumed to have a Gaussian 
distribution and arguments can be advanced in justification of this 
assumption based on the physical mechanism of turbulence. The &par- 
tures frcan the Gaussian distribution udly consist of greater 
probabilities at large amplitudes, the bulk of the dietribution at 
lower amplitudes being reasonably well fitted by the normal -e. 
Both the above examples are of this type. 

One possible explanation advanced in Reference 1 is the effect of 
pilot control actions non-linearly related to the aircraft response. 
The aim of the work reported here was to study the probability distri- 
butio= of aircraft reaponee variables and the derived gust velocity, 
and in particular to study the action of the pilot. Because the 
response of the pilot ia of considerable interest in ita own right, 
it will be considered separately belox after sections dealing with the 
estimation of probability distributions and the calculation of turbu- 
lence velocity from airoraf% response. 

2.1 Probability Distributions 

The amplitude probability density function of a randan 
process [x(t)] oan be defined to be:- 

A 
P (x1 rLim J. @rob. [x < x(t) < (x + Ax)]) 

AX-QAX 
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This isnotsuitable as abasis for estlnating the probability 
&3nsitysowe oonaider thedternativedefinition, validfora 
etfitionary, ergoaio process: 

p(x) * 1 Tx LimLim~~ 
AroT-&. 0 

(1) 

rhere!l&isthetotalamuntoftime withinT that a single 
ekmmt X(t) liea in the intd x < x(t) < x + A x 

(Note the distinction here between x(t), a funotion of t and 
the independent amplitude variable x). 

Thus an eat&ate (though not an unbiased one (Reference 3)) 
of probability density funotion p(x) can be obtained frcm ewation 
(l) by measuring TX over a finkte time T. The acouracy of the 
estimate will depend on the finite length T of the sample and on 
the non-zero value dx of amplitude step chosen. The my In wkloh 
the acouraoy dependa on these quantitiee ia in turn detemined by 
the details of the power spectral density of the prooess. 

An equivalentsignalbandwidtb oouldbeuaed to speoifgra 
minimum value for T aa in Reference 3. However, thirr leada to 
diffioulties e.g. in the ease of a sharp peak at low frequency in 
the power apeotrum. Abetter method would be to specify several 
oyclea of a "lomet significant frequenoy" fL 

fL T >> I 

where fLwou.ldbe defined tobe: 

(2) 

and Gx(f) is the power spectral density. 

One possible effect of violating thie condition oan be seen 
by amsidering the probability density of a random process 
IX sin (a t + #,) ] consisting of sine waves with the same 
amplitude and frequency (X ana a respectively) and with phase 
angles #t chosen in a random manner. This process is stationary 
ana ergodio and with probability density given by: 

P (x) = [ (&-x2,1 1: 1;; o 
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ad is illustrated in figure iA. The Gaussian distribution curves 

(4) 

is given in Figure IB for comparison. 

Figure 2 shows a short sample of narrow band Gaussian noise. It is 
part of a time series obtained by passing a long sample of Gaussian 
white noise through a nsrrow bandwidth filter. The original series 
gave an est5mxt.e of probability density nhich was Gaussian at the % 
cmlfiaencelevel. It is clear that the short sample of filtered 
noise ahown in Figure 2 would give a probability density curve mch 
nearer to the curve of l(A) than to a Gaussian -e. Thus, in this 
case the effect of analysing too short a sample would be to thicken 
the tails of the distribution i.e. to predict too high a probability 
density at large amplitudes. 

Asimilar effect could occur if sn attempt were made to analyse 
a non-stationary process with a varying mean value. The effect coulfl 
be present to a sad1 extent In measurements of turbulence and could 
be responsible for non-Gaussian probability distributions being found. 

2.2. Turbulence Velocity 

The fluctuation of the vertical component of wind speed provides 
the most important input to a pilot - aircraft system in flight 
through turbulence and must be evaluated with respect to time for a 
complete analysis of such a system. The turbulence velocity can be 
obtained from records taken on the aircraft itself given adequate 
Instrumentation: 

wG=V(a-B)+h 0) 

Alternatively if angle of pitch and rate of climb are not recorded 
the derivatives of these two quantities can be used: 

t t 
WG = v(a-9 -v I o q at) + h;, + 32.2 I a at 

0 0 s (6) 

Where q is rate of pitch (raL/seo.) 

1 + as is normal acceleration (gunits) 

Ths initial pitch sngle and climb rate go and hi are constant and 
canbe ignorea for most purposes. 
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2.3 Human Pilot Response 

The treatment of the human pilot as a servo element in closed 
loop control of an aircraft has been described in numerous publi- 
cations of which Reference l+ is given as an example. Although the 
dynamic response of the human operator has been measured in a wide 
variety of situations, nearly all these experiments have been 
carried out in simulators on the ground. Reference 5 contains one 
example of an experiment that has been made in an aircraft in 
flight. 

One reason for the shortage of measurements in flight is 
undoubtedly the difficulty encountered in selecting which of 
several available inputs or cues, the pilot is using. A block 
diagram is shown in Figure 3A for the longitudinal case considered 
here. Aircraft attitude and the normal acceleration experienced 
by the pilot provide two possible cues. Even for this simple case 
the elaboration of the block diagram in Figures 3B and C shows that 
the analysis required for the complete system would be very 
complicated. In these circumstances drastic simplification can be 
justified as a means of gaining some initial insight to the problem. 

One way of making some progress would be to consider each cue 
in turn as a single loop problem. The analysis can then follow the 
lines of that in Reference 4, which is reproduced in Appendix 1 for 
convenience. It must be appreciated, however, that such a policy 
can give a valid answer for a pilot describing function only if the 
cue being considered is in fact being used on its own by the pilot. 
Since the aircraft response variables which provide possible cues 
are themselves related by linear differential equations, the 
analysis can give no assessment of their relative importance. 

3.0 SOURCES AND PROCESSING OF DATA 

3.1 Sources 

The 19th and 20th flights of the TSR.2 each contained a level 
nzn at low altitude, the Mach numbers being 0.7 and 0.9 respectively. 
In the present study, analysis was mainly confined to the handling 
Information recorded at a paper speed of I cdsec. on A-i3 trace 
recorders. Details of the relevant quantities recorded and the 
recording sensitivities are given in Table I. 

Most of the data recorded on magnetic tape was of relevance 
only to the engines and systems aspects of the aircraft and was 
time multiplexed. However, a continuous record of vertical 
acceleration at the pilot's cockpit was available and was used for 
rapid surveys of turbulence levels during the flights. 

3.2 Processing 

The analysis of data can be divided into two stages. The 
first stage consisted of a survey of the whole of the two flights 
with the aim of defining suitable samples for the more detailed 
analysis carried out in the second stage. 

. 
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The times covered by the two low level runs were determined 
by reference to the pilots identification markers. Height and 
airspeed throughout the runs were read from the traces by hand 
and plotted at IC second intervals. Sane idea of the variation 
of the level of turbulence through the two runs was obtained by 
analogue power spectral analysis of 50 second samples of the 
magnetic tape record of vertical acceleration at the pilot's 
cockpit. The low frequency limit for the analysis is fixed at IO 
cycles/second by the Muirhead filters used so a speed increase by 
a factor of 32 was included to bring this down to a real frequency 
of 0.315 cycles. A further survey was made using the Muirhead 
filters on "flat" setting. This gives the mean power extending to 
frequencies lower than 10 o/s but not down to D.C. 

The surveys of flight condition and mean square normal 
acceleration at the pilot's cockpit were used to choose three 
samples of apparently stationary conditions (F~~UXYS 5 and 6): 

Sample A from Flight 19 200 seconds long 
Sample B from Flight 20 250 seconds long 
Sample C from Flight 20 450 seconds long 

Sample B contained a significantly higher intensity of 
turbulence than the other samples. A shorter section of B,60 
seconds in length, was designated B,'and used In initial analysis. 

The detailed analysis of these samples consisted of reading 
the trace records at 1 th second intervals using Benson-Lehner 

OSCAR equipment. The car 'I.9 produced by this equipment were checked 
by a Fortran IV program which causes the traces to be replotted to 
scale on .sn off-line plotter. They were then used as the input to 
a calibration program with its output on digital magnetic tape. 
This was then available for input to further analysis programs. 

4.0 ANALYSIS 

Because of the large amount of data available, the analysis relied 
heavily on computer programs, written in Fortran IV language for the 
IBM 7040 computer at Warton. By this means only the initial gathering 
of data from the trace records involved manual operations and the large 
samples necessary for statistical reliability could be more easily dealt 
with. 

Three main analysis programs were used:- 

1. To evaluate the vertical component of turbulence, wC. 

2. To estimate the probability density of sets of data. 

and 3. To measure the power and cross-spectral densities and 
coherence of the data. 

The first two of these were written specifxally for the present 
work; the third was already available. The programs are briefly 
described in Appendix 2. 
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Reasons are also given in Appendix 2 for choosing a conventional 
spectral analysis program instead of one suggested by the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment involving linear interpolation of the correlation 
funotion. 

4.1 Vertical Comuonent of Turbulence 

The first application of the program to compute the vertical 
component of turbulence was to the 60 second sample of rather 
severe turbulence hewn as B, (section 3.2). The result was half a 
cycle of large amplitude with the more reasonable, higher 
frequency variation of turbulence velocity superimposed on it, 
Figure 7. If this had been caused by an error in the program 
equations or by a true physical phenomenon (such as the wind 
blowing parallel to slowly varying terrain) a comparable 
variation should have been visible in the already integrated 
pressure measurements of height and airspeed. Both these 
possibilities Were ruled out, leaving the choice between instxu- 
mentation errors or trace reading errors. 

The amplitude of the spurious 120 second period variation 
was still small enough to allow the results to be fed into the 
spectral analysis program ma this was done. Meanwhile analysis 
of a further sample (A), of 200 seconds duration, was commenced 
in the hope that the error might be an isolated example resulting 
from the NY sample B1 had been read. However, sample A, when 
analysed showed the same low frequency variation to an even 
greater extent. The program had been modified to print out the 
two integrated terms in the expression for WC and this indicated 
that the trouble was being caused by the integrated pitch rate 
term (Figure 8). Small, slowly varying errors in pitch rate 
were being integrated up over large numbers of data points to 
give angles of pitch apparently as high as IO0 in the middle of the 
sample. This corresponds to a contribution of 150 ft./aec. to 
UC at the high forward speed (V = 853 ft./ sec.). 

Therefore, errors in pitch rate originating at the trace 
reading stage were investigated by comparing a small sample of 
readings with very precise measurements of the trace. It is 
usually assumed that the accuracy in trace reading on the OSCAR 
equipment is 0.25 mm. at the 2olevel. The pitch rate 
sensitivity given in Table 1 gives a corresponding accuracy of 
approximately 0.25 degrees per second in pitch rate. This would 
be acceptable as a random error occurring at fairly high frequency. 
However, the integration of pitch rate to give angle of pitch has 
the effect of magnifying any low frequency or constant errors. 
For this reason the program eliminates constant errors by reducing 
the rate of pitch time history to zero mean before integration. 

In checldng the reading errors the measurements of the traces 
wera done more accurately by confining the study to only 30 of the 
2000 readings. If these are assumed to be exact the root mean 
squara error of the OSCAR readings is 0.34 mm. which is consistent 
with the assumed error of 0.25 mm. There is, however, some bias 
in the errors (mean error = 0.125 mm .) and also a bias between the 
errors in the first half of the sample (mean error =-0.06 mm .) 
and those in the second half (mean error = 0.34 mm.). Therefore, 
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after removing the overall bias the reading errors alone would 
account for a bias of -0.2 am. (-0.18O /sec.) in the first 
half of the record and a similar bias of opposite sign in the 
second half. When integrated over half the sample length this 
would give a pitch angle of 18O in the middle of the sample. 
Thus, on the basis of this small sample of reading errors it 
can be said that low frequency reading errors of small 
magnitude did occur and that, after integration, these would 
be sufficient to cause the spurious half cycle variation of 
wG encountered. 

A variation of similar type occurred in the integrated 
normal acceleration term (Figure 8) but because of the greater 
sensitivity of the instrumentation the magnitude of this was 
much smaller. 

In order to obtain a usable output from the program 
sample A was re-analysed in two parts, each of 100 seconds 
duration. 

4.2. Probability Distributions 

Analogue magnetic tape records of normal acceleration at the 
pilot's cockpit were analysed to find the probability density of 
samples approximately 50 seconds in length. This was mainly of 
value as an exercise in automatic data reduction and it also 
served to emphasise some of the sources of error in the estimation 
of probability density. 

The system used for analysis is shown in block diagram form 
in Figure 9. The signal was filtered using a 16 c.p.s. linear 
fourth order filter set up on an analogue computer. The filtered 
and unfiltered signals were then sampled by a mechanical sampling 
switch and punched on paper tape using a T-bit binary code. The 
tape had then to be rewritten on cards befors use as input to the 
IBM computer. 

In spite of careful scaling, the T-bit code, originally 
intended for recording TSR.2 engineering data, is inadequate for 
the present purpose. This was shown by the oscillatory behaviour 
of some of the probability density plots (e.g. Figure IO). Any 
attempt to use nonstationary data was also immediately apparent 
in the results. An extreme example for a sample eith time 
varying mean is shown in Figure II. Both of the above effects 
could have contributed to the non-Gaussian level counts originally 
obtained from trace records (Reference I). The results obtained 
from magnetic tape records showed the futility of trying to 
analyse the derived values of gust velocity with their large 
amplitude half-cycle variation, in this way. 
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4.3 Pilot's Response 

In order to separate the lincnr response of the pilot fmm the 
random "remnant" noise generated by him it is necessary to know the 
turbulence input to the pilot/aircraft system. Although the derived 
variations of gust velocity contained large, low frequency errors, 
these nere used for the snalysis of pilot's response in the hope of 
obtaining valid results at high frequenoies. 

One indicntion of the validity of the derived pilot describing 
functions is the vslue of the coherence (Appendix 1 equation (A8)). 
The square of this quantity is plotted e&n& frequency in Figures 
12, 13, 14 for sample Bl and the two halves of semple A. From these 
the coherence is seen to be nearly zerc except over n finite frequency 
interval. 

In Figures 15,snd 16 the pilot's describing f%notions assuming 
pitch rate and nonsal. acceleration aa cues are plotted over the 
intervals of relatively high coherence. Au. the plotted results were 
obtained using a maximum of 100 lags. Other maximum numbers of lags 
were used in the analysis of each sample aa the 100 lag results were 
chosen for plotting regardless of record length because these gave the 
best complete set of results. 

5.0 DI3CU33ION 

5.1 Vertical Component of Turbulence 

The difficulties encountered in deriving the time history of 
gust velocity (section 4.1) prevented the reliable estimation of the 
power speotrsl density of the ttiulence. However, some useful ccn- 
elusions regarding instrumentation requirements osn be drawn from 
this part of the analysis. 

The errors in pitch rate were not particularly large but, 
oocurring at low frequencies, they were magnified by the subsequent 
integration. Thus, where data is to be integrated, or differentiated, 
the required accuracy is dependent on frequency. 
4oensuz-e I$ accuracy in pitch angle after integration of pitch rate 
over 200 seconds, low frequency errors in pitch rate would have to be 
less than l/20096 E .CO$. Higher frequency errors in excess of this 
could be tolerated since they would be wei&ded less heavily by the 
integration process. The smdlness of this low frequency requirement 
Indicates the inadvisability of integrating long runs of meftsured 
data. In the present ease integration wsa necessary because of the 
absence of direct measurements of pitch angle. 

The fact that the low frequency error oocurred in trace reading 
is significant. The reason for the error is not obvious but it is 
small enough to be caused by minor dey to day variations in technique, 
Resetting of the traoe on the equipment is not the obvious reason 
since this would be done about 4 times during the reading end the 
setting up of the trace checked three times 09 often. 
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Whore the necessary standard of measurement end recording cannot 
be achieved errors outside the valid frequency range osn be attenuated 
by the use of suitable numerical filters. Shortage of time prevented 
the investigation of this technique in the present case. It is 
discussed in Reference 2. 

5.2 Probabilitv Density 

The aocurnoy of amplitude probability estimates is strongly 
dependent on parameters such as sample length relative to signal 
frequency content, resolution and stationarity. The last of these 
can cause serious deformation in the shape of the probability 
density curve and is the most likely explanation of the non-Gaussian 
level counting results obtained in Reference 1. 

5.3 Human Pilot &SSDOnSe 

The spurious low frequenoy variation in the eatimntes of 
turbulenoc input to the pilot - aircraft system gives rise to 
unreliable results for the analysis of human pilot response at 
low frequencies. This is indicated by the low values of ooherenoe 
at low frequency in Paurea 13 and 14. The coherence is also low 
at high frequencies where the motions of the aircraft are too 
repid for the pilot to follow. The plota'of pilots' describing 
functions in Figures 15 and 16 have been confined to the intermediate 
frequencies where the coherence rises to values of the order of 0.7. 
This is not quite as hiSh as the ooherenoo (0.92) reached at low 
frequencies on the simulator experiments reported ia Reference 4. 
On the other hand it is high enough to give some confidence in the 
measurements of pilots' describing function at these frequenoiea 
and compares favourably with values of ooheronoe measured both in 
flight and simulator in Referenoo 5. 

The pilots' amplitude ratio and phase lag are compared with 
those obtained in Reference 1 for pitch rate control in Figure 15. 
The smplitude ratio points are consistent in shape with the line 
from Reference I, although the level cannot be oompared. The phase 
points exhibit more phase log than was encountered in the simulator 
teats. This is consistent with the comparative tests in flight and 
simulator of Reference 5. There is no known basis for comparison 
with the noxmsl acceleration cue results in Figure 16. However, the 
shapes of the amplitude end phase plots are similar to those of the 
pitch rate results. Therefore, no conclusion osn be reached as to 
whioh one the pilot was aotuslly using. 
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6.0 CONGIUSIONS 

Human pilot describing functions have been deduced from TSR.2 
records of flights through turbulence on the assumptions of single 
loop compensatory tracking of pitch rate and normal acceleration 
respectively. No indication is given as to which, if either, of 
these assumptions is valid. The pitch rate describing function 
results are consistent with previous measurements in flight and 
simulator. 

Small errors introduced in the reading of pitch rate and 
normal acceleration traces for subsequent integration prevented the 
estimation of low frequency components of vertical gust velocity. 

No mechanism has been found which would lead to the 
expectation of the non-Gaussian level counting results obtained 
in Reference I. However, estimates of probability have been shown 
to be subject to large errors due to analysis of too short a sample 
relative to the frequency content, or to the occurrence of a 
varying local mean value. The results of Reference 1 cdul$ &e 
been subject to such errors. 

After long consideration a plan for estimating spectral 
densities from continuous interpolation of the correlation 
functions was discarded on the grounds that interpolation at this 
stage would not be justified and would in general give incorrect 
answers. The possibility that the errors introduced might 
compensate aliasing errors made in sampling for oertain specifio 
cases cannot be ruled out. 

Further work of this nature on the TSR.2 records is not 
justified. It is suggested that a gust research aircraft which 
would be specially instrumented to overcome the difficulties in 
evaluation of guat velocity encountered here would provide an 
ideal vehicle for future studies of human pilot response in flight. 
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x(t) 

b(t)1 

P (4 

G$f), G,(f) 

WG 

v 

a 

e 

h 

Function of t &fined for all t unless 
stated othezwise. 

Random process consisting of infinite number 
of "realisations" of x(t) 

Amplitude probability density function 
defined in 2.1. 

Power spectral density of x(t) 

Vertical gust velocity (true) (ft./set.) 

TN~ air speed (ft./set.) 

Angle of incidence (radians) 

Angle of pitch (radians) 

True pressure altitude (ft.) 

Rate of pitch (rad./sec.) 

Incremental normal acceleration (g units) 

Transfer f%nction of "controlled element" Le. 
of aircraft + control system (tallplane input) 

Transfer function of controlled element (gust 
input) 

Pilot's describing function 

Cross spectral density of y(t) with respect 
to x(t). 

Random portion of pilot's output. 

Coherence (&fined In Appendix I, A.8) 

Incidence calibration factor. 

Indicated incidence. 

x-coordinate of incidence vane relative to 0 of g 
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ni 
x,* zn* 

‘h* ‘I8 

“l?q2 

~(11, BO)..FO) 

pr 

Indicated normal acceleration (g units) 

x,z co-ordinates of normal accelerometer 

Port and starboard t aileron deflections 

Effective tailplane deflection 

Correlation functions defined in Appendix 1. 

Phaaeangl.3 

. 
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TABLE 1 

Detaile of Trace Records Used 

Quantity 

Altitude 

Airspeed 

Incidence 

Rate of Pitch 

Normal Acceleration 

Port Taileron Angle 

Stbd. Taileron Angle 

Fuel Contents (l%d. Tanks) 

Fuel Contents (Aft Tanks) 

Recorder 
Number 

Al3/1 

Al3/1 
Al3/5 
Al315 
A13/6 
Al3/7 
A13/7 
Af3/14 
A13/14 

Approximate 
Sensitivity 

1800 ft/cm 

25 kn0t8/0m 

6.7'/cm 
V’/eec/cm 

o.m/cm 
1.60/cm 
1.6"/cm 

340 galls/an 

340 galls/cm 
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APPENDIX I 

Analysis of Sinale Loou Pilot-Aircraft Svstem (Ref. 4) 

A block diagram of the pilot - aircraft system for a single loop 
compensatory pitch tracking situation is shown in Figure 4. Fitch rate q 
is used to provide a concrete example and could be replaced by sny other 
relevant cue in the ensuing analysis. The following equations can be 
derived from the block diagram: 

lJ=v+Y q= 
P 

v + Yp (YGWG + Yo'l ) 

.-.ll (1 -Y Y) aV+YYW 
Po PGG -* . . I I 

orrl = , 
1 

-YY v 
+ pG 

1 -YY sG 
PC Po 

Also q= YGwG+ Y 11 = YGWG' Y, (v+ Ypq) 
0 

A 9= ‘G wG + yc v 
1 -YY I -YY 

PC PC 

Note that all the quantities in the above equations are defined in 
the frequency domain and are understood to be functions of the imaginary 
frequency variable (jw ). 

Now if we nndtiply (Al) and (A2) by the complex conjugate of 
wG (jo) the following relations between cross and power spectral densities 
are implied: 

-'. ;., yo. G.V (%I 
1 -YY 

PO "G 
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APPZINDIX 1 (ContinueO/....) 

Since the pilot's remnant is,by definition, incoherent with the 
turbulence input WG: 

c v w 
G 

= a 

and (A3) and (Ad can be written: 

G 
qw 

G= I-YY 
‘p *G Gw w 

pc GG 

G 
qwG = , 

‘G G 
-YY ‘G”c 

PC 

Dividing each side of (A5) by the same side of (a): 

Y = 
Gn SIG 

P G 
q "G 

(ng) 

M 

Thus @n estimate of the pilot's describing finction Yp (jo) 

can be obtained by cross-spectral analysis of three signalap: 

The turbulence input sG( +d 

The pilot's output 11(t) 

The aircraft response P (t) 

The following relation can aLso be derived from (Al) in the case 
where WC and v are incoherent: 

2 2 

Gm = yPyG G + 1 Gvv 
I -YY 

I lGwG 1 -YY 
PC PC 

Thus we can define the proportion of the pilot's output power 
Grlrl that is linearly related to the turbulence input power C, w : 

GG 

p*= I-yy 
y,yG 2 (++G”G 

PC %G- 

where p ia called the coherence. 

Substituting in (A5): 

P = /GLw;ww 

GG 

(Aa 
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APIENi)IX 2 

Commuter Prunrams for Analysis 

A.1 v 

A Fortran IV program was written to evaluate the vertical component of 
turbulence mC from readings of: indicated incidence a i 

pitoh rate 9 

indicated normal acceleration ni 

Equation (5) was used where: 

Ii = I” 32.2 
0 

be - xe) dt 

where aa = ni - s & 
8 '&I 

s - & 2 %q2-1.0 
g 

(AS) 

(Al 0) 

(All) 

(Ai 2) 

Ka is the incidence calibration factor 
a+ is the x-co-ordinate of the incidence transducer. 
xn, en are the co-ordinates of the normal accelerometer. 

indicates a mean value over all data points. 

The correotion of as for aircraft pitch angle to give vertical 
acceleration was assumed to be negligible. 'Ihe output of the program 
consists of:- 

a* azsfl = 
( 

$+ "s 
2 > 

, qmdrC 

The input and output are at equispaced intervals. Mean values taken over 
the whole sample are subtracted from the values of the integrands (to ellmlnate 
the effects of constant errors in the integrals.) In spite of this some 
difficulty was encountered in the longer samples because of small errors of 
very lw frequency introduced during trace reading. After integration these . produced large variations at about 1 /2 cycle over the whole sample length. 
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APPENDIX 2 (Continued/....) 

A.2 Probability Denaitg 

A further program maa written in Fortran IV to estimate the frequenoy 
distribution of a series of numbers. The numbers oould be the elementa of 
an equispaoed time series in which oaae an estimate of amplitude probability 
density based on equation (I) mould result. 

Up to 5ooo numbers can be accommodated. The program flratoompltes the 
mean u and standard deviation Q. The numbers are then sorted Into 31 
olaases each 0.1 U in width and the number in each cleas stored. Subroutines 
can be written to fit any standard distribution to the measured frequencies 
and apply a test of significance. At present only one such eubroutlne haa 
been written. !l'h.is fits the Gaussian distribution having the measured mean 
and standard deviation and applies the ohi square teat. The results appear 
in the form of superimposed plots of the measured and fitted diatrlbutiona 
annotated with the values of:- 

Number of values 
Me&Ul 
Standard Deviation 
Value of chi square 

and Number of degrees of freedom. 

A typical plot is shown in Figure IO. 

A03 Sveotral Anakfai.9 

A.34 DescriDtion of Program 

For spectral analysis an existing program (Reference 6) wan uaeb 
This accepts two simultaneoue time series, each having up to 5,500 
elements and computes the cross-spectra and two power spectra via the 
cross correlation and auto-oorrelatlon functions. Phase and coherence 
are oalculated from the cross-spectra and power spectra. 

In a previous application the original program had been modified 
and the equations solved in the present form are: 

n 
A(1) P 1 

n-i c 

n xl 

3-14 -,, 
b-1 1 

4 

ltl+l 

(A-13) 

. 
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APPENDIX 2 (Continuea/....) 

II 

D(1) = L 1 
n-l yi-1% - 

kl+l b-1 I2 

(A.15) 

b-16) 

A(l), B(l), C(l), D(1) are the auto and moss correlations of the 
t&m series 4 and yi for 1 = O.... m; n is the number of elements in arch 
time series. 

E(1) I v 

is the even part of the cross-correlation and 

F(1) P %!+ 

(k47) 

@.I@ 

is the odd part: 

m-l 

Gxx(k) -2 00s + A(1) + A(0) 1 G-19) 

G&d = .f$ +cos 2) 00s klx B(1) + B(0) - 
m m 1 h.20) 

RGw(k)= 2 +cos 3) 00~ % E(1) + E (0) 1 (A. 21) 

1. -m-, 

1 (Aa 

= 1 otherwise. 

xi-and y, and RGw and I Gw 

o&-spectra.' Th6 output also 
Yand decibelmaqlituda. 

. 
(k23) 
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APPENDIX 2 (Continued/....) 

ad phase $ .(k) by: 

9 I (Arcton 3 
RG 

KY 

,180 degrees 
x 

Themainchsngema 
% to the program was the use of the 

gi% in the originsl progrsme. 
s (n-l) and (n-l) in equations Al3 to Al6 instead of(n-1) and 

This was mainly of OO~CW~ 
where the sndl smount of data available for the previous 
application necessitated the use of smsll values of the ratio 
n 2 In the present application m << n usually but it wss not 
necesssry to revert to the original program. 

A.3.2 Interpolation 

The progrsm described above operates on sampled data an&ii 
the original analogue signal contained q significant power at 
frequencies greater than half the sampling frequency this would 
be "aliased" and would appear at lower frequencies. Thus the use 
‘of sampled data implies the assmnption that the original signsls 
had no si@ficant power at frequencies greater thsn half the 
soling frequency. 

In informal discussions with the Royal Aircraft Establiahnent, 
Bedford, it was learned that measurements of atmospheric turbulence 
were being analysed there by a modified progrsm which obtained 
estimates of spectra by Fourier transformation of a continuous 
funotion consisting of a linear interpolation between the sample 
values of the correlation function. This program had been compared 
with a conventional program by the use of an sndytioally defined 
correlation function for which sn "exact" power spectrum could be 
determined analytically. It was found that the linesr interpolation 
method always gave better results at frequenoiea approaohing hslf 
the sampling freqency. When applied to measurements of atmospheric 
turbulence the linear interpolation method gave more plausible 
results for the high frequency asymptotes of the turbulence power 
spectra 

A Deuoe program using the interpolation method was mad.s 
available and at the time of ohanging to an IBM computer it wae 
suggested that such a program should be written for the new canpder. 
An intuitive explanation of the results obtained at the Roysl 
Aircraft Establishment was put forward. It-based on the frequency 
doubling effect of multiplication of cosine functions in the process 
of Fourier transforming the correlation dictions. However, 
Mr. A. Stott of the Electronics Department at Wsrton pointed out that 
the use of interpolation of previously sampled sign&la would be 
inconsistent with the sampling theorems for random data. Therefore 
the program described in A3.1 was used. 
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The argument against interpolation depends on the following 
two theorems: 

8. The Ssmpl~ Theorem In the Time Domain: 

This states that: If the Fourier trsnsfonn X(f) of some 
random time history record x(t) is eero at all frequencies 
outside a finite frequency interval from -B to B cycles per 
second it is determined for all f by the sample values x(L) 
of x(t) for all n. Hence x(t) is completely determined f6@ 
all t by these values and it can be shown that: 

(A-25) 

B. Borel's Convolution Theorem 

This states that: If 4(f) is the Fourier transform of 

x'(t) sd 

X2(f) is the Fourier transform of 

+(t) then the produot 

X,(f)X,(f) is t& Fourier transform of the convolution 

I x (t) gt - 7)dT 
0 ' 

The power spectral density is defined to be the square of the 
signal spectrum and it follows from the above theor m 
equal to the convolution of the discrete samples ? 

78, 

that this is 
1? with the 

f > 

?B 
; 2 

28 In the case of these discrete vsluea the convolution is 

merely the mnn of products of pairs. 

' Any interpolation here would be superfluous and unless it were 
of the particular form given by (A.25) would be equivalent to 
imposing a hypothetical high frequency variation of the original. 
continuous sign& This ~mlltbe inconsistent with the original choice 
of sampling interval. If there is any ahortccsning in the estimation 
of the power spectral density due to high frequency components it 
can be resolved only by a reduction in the sampling intervd. 

p. 493934 
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FIG I 

PROBABILITY DENSITIES FOR m SINE WAVE AND 

cij, GAUSSIAN RANDOM PROCESSES 
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FIG 2. 

SHORT SAMPLE OF NARROW BAND GAUSSIAN RANDOM NOISE 



FIG 3 

EQUIVALENT BLOCK DIAGRAMS 

OF LONGITUDINAL CLOSED LOOP CONTROL. 
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FIG ;I. 

SINGLE LOOP CONTROL OF PITCH RATE. 
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FIG 9. 

MECHANISED ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDS 
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FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF FILTERED MAGNETIC TAPE RECORD 

OF NORMAL ACCELERATION AT PILOT’S COCKPIT 

(EFFECT OF POOR RESOLUTION DUE TO 7 BIT DIGITISATION) 
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FIG lb 

PILOT’S RESPONSE To NORMAL ACCELERATION. (Y&) 
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A&C. C.P.No.997 
w, 1967 62%73’TsR 2 
NRTHER ANALYSIS OF TSR 2 f?mHTs TBlilMIoII Y3.6.ol3.43 
NmiCE (Report of wark by Brltlsh Al&t 
Corp. tmda’ Win. of Teohnologv contract) 

Sc%mdws, T.B. 

A.&C. C.P.No.997 
by, 1967 

NRTHER ANNXSIS (F TSR 2 FlJC4lTS THROJGH 
TURBULnrCE (Report of ?iork by Brltlsb AImraft 

623.73 TSR 2 
533.b.ol3.43 
621-514 

Cay. under tiln. of ‘Rcimology contact) 
Se-, T.B. 

KD/a&B/cLl Ma) 

Xma!l pilot descrlblng iunetlons am derived Irun records of two Xuren pllot descrlblne hrnctlona am derived Iran records of mm 
fll&ts ttro@h twbulence by the TBR 2 baSed on the assllIlPtlon of tba Ill&s through tu-bulerce trr the TSR 2 based M th$ assmptlcn of the 
llse 01 pitch rate cues and Mwal acceleration cues respect1wly. NO use of plcch rate cues and namal acceleration cues res~ectlvely. No 
lndlcatloil Can be Balned of the valldlty 02 these assmptlons. &all. 
low frequea~y B- In pitch rate lntroduoed during t&e read&s 

lndlcatlon can be BalmI of the valldlty 01 th?se assmptlws. &all. 
low frequency errors ln pitch rate introduced dwlr\g Zrace readI”@ 

m%e ~lfled by mbsequmt lntegratlcm and pmduced 1-e wrors ln WBPe Drqtnlfled W subsequent 1ntegrJtlon and PnMuced 1-e .%-mm In 
tim t&e hlstorles of va-tlcal gust veloclW at very lon frequencies. the time hlstorles of vert1w.l gust velcelw at vary low frequencies. 
This ptwented ths estlnatlon oi turbulence power spe~U*I. This revented the e8tImtlOn of twbulence poser spectra. 

A.R.C. C.P.No.997 
w, 1967 

629.73 TSR 2 
NRIli5? ANALYSIS CF TSR 2 FLIGHTS MRWGH 

NRBULDlCE (Report of mrk by Brltlsb Alra-aft 
Corp. under tan. Of Technology contract) 

SaWrS, T.B. 

533.b.Or3.43 
621514 
KD/wa/cB 42a) 

!hW PilOC deSCHbl@ fIUZ&lonS me deriPed h‘cm e Of tA0 
flights ttrough tm-bulence by the TSR 2 based cm the assmptlon of G-a 
We Of PltCb rate cues ad ncrxal acceleretlm cues respctlvely. No 
lndlcatlOn Can be gained Of the valldlty of these assmptlons. &all, 
lOJ7 hWWE.Y eTcoPS lr7 Pitch rate lntreduced durl% t-e readlw 
RI?Ip iwnlfled bY Subsequent Intep,mtlmaM woduced 1-e emcm In 
the time hlstorles of vertical gust wloclW at very lm frequencies. 
Thls prevented the estimation ot turbulence parser spectra. 
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